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. By virtue of theTitle V Rural DevelopmentkProgram,
10 paraprofe

)
iional workers wereloasiigned, via Ekteffsion Services, to

;10 counties n Appalachian Kentucky to engage in both action and
research phases of co unity development. Extension specialists were
provided to train and:'support the paraprofessionals in sutveying)
locarleadership, identifying. problems, establishing objectives,
organizing grbup action, and serving as linkage Up outside resources.

4
-Evaluation of the strengths and yeaknesses in thevuse of these
paraprofessionals'rewealed that: '(1) the dual tole of extension
worker and researchek may give'the-paraprofess4onal insights into the
community, otherwise not apparent; but may also present problems via
conflicting objectives; (2) supervision can be\a problgmrelativeLto
the level of the organizational structure from w it is
adminidtered and the amount administered, but it can also be an -

asset, providing the paraprofessional`with a close tie to the action'
orientqdrallency; (3) while maintaining an indigenous status, the
paraprofessional may not have.derqin insights afforded the
professional, and hig-Iamiliarity.iith the people may erode the

.necessary aura of confidentiality; and (4) use of the
paraprofessional allows a higiher,degree of bc6nomic efficiency, but a
high,tate of turnover among paraprofessionals presents additional
problems.. (JC)
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PAST EXPERIENCES IN THE USE OF PARAPROFESSIONALS

Historically, professionals in our society have expanded Sand
expedited their impact through the use of paraprofessional assistants
or aides. This concept has been broadly used in professions such
as medicine, dentistry, dietetics, general business, social work,
nursing, and education. The Cooperative Extension Service,in recent
-years has put special emphasis-on educational programs to reach
low-income famillies. In doing so, many states have utilized para-
professionals in programs of nutrition, urban youth, family living
and as agricultural assistants.

The paraprofessional in attempting to reach low-income clientele
it seen as a bridge from the middle-income institution to the low-
income population. As Pearl and RiessMan assert, "Indigenous staff
are conceived of as 'bridge prople'; able to inteilioret community
life and values to the professionals . . . as well as serve as inter-
preters of the professionals, and role models, for Mower- income
Community-persons (4965:77)." S

The paraptofesdionalt ability to identify closely with the low-
incomelindividualts problems and feelings is considered the real
strength In their use. And thus, to date, mdst experiences*in the
udeof paraprofessionals have focused on problems primarily at the
individual of family level. There has been much less use of para-
professionals in attempting to solve community problems.

In ,Kentucky there have been two experiences in the use of
paraprofeSsionals in community development., From 1969 to 1972 a

*A paper prepared for presentation to the annual meeting of
the Rural Sociological Society, San Francisco, California, August
21-p; 1975.
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pilot project called the Appalachian Commurlity Impact PrOect (ACIP)
was carried out in three counties of Southeast Kentucky. Based on

a comparison of the 18 experimental with the 17 control communities
after three years duration, Street (1973) concluded, that significantly"
greater changes had occurred, both in terms of tangible projects'and
intangible individual.development in thoSe,coninunities in which
paraprofessionals were employed.

In 1972, seven counties used funds provided under the Emergency
Employment Act to hire paraprofessional community workers in North-
eastern Kentucky.. These seven workers were successful in organizing

a number of new community groups.and worked closely with groups which

had been prevIously organized. The accomplishments of these organized.
communities have included new industry, water syitems, medical centers,
low-cost housing projects, recreational areas, solid waste disposal
systems, fire protection, clean-up campaigns, social activities, and

leadership development.

Both of these two experiences at using paraprofwional.commu-
nity development workers have shown that local people can more effective-'
ly identify problems, set goals and work together for their cocoon #.

good in the presence of a catalyst such as a paraprofessional.

CURRENT TITLE V PROJECT

Area,Despription

A third opportunity for thep utilization of paraprofessionals
in community development has been made possible through the;fundings
of Title V of the Rural Development Act. This joint research -

extension project purposes to stimulate the development of communi-
ties in Northeast Kentucky by employIng paraprofessionals.

The geographic ties for the jnQject consists of ten counties
located in the extreme eastern section'of the state of Kentucky
(Carter, Lawrence,;Boyd, Elliott, Greenup, Martin, Magoffin, Pike,
Floyd, and Johnson Counties). These counties, all of which are
located in "Appalachia", have long been characterized by a yariety of
problems; including high unemployment, low per capita income,
poor housing, a low level of educational attainment, poor transporta-
tion, inadequate health services, and a general lack of community
facilities such as water, sewage, and solid waste disposal.

Physical characteristics of the area are,genetIlly those of

hilly to mountainous. The topography of the region has served as

a factor in the establishment of the social relationships of the
inhabitants aqd the foundation of neighborhood grouings (Schwarzweller,



Brown, and Mangalam, 11971:20). Neighborhoods usually are composed
of kin _groupings: However, except for the kin groups,.there are
few regular gatherings wher residents of neighborhoods come together.
There are few organized neig borhood groups about which they feel
pride or belonging, and thus there is little evidence or cooperatiOn
in common tasks for. the mod of the community. These families are
brought together, to only a limited extent, by what Sorokin (1931:308)
called their, ". . . xeneial,i4uing, experiencing, and actingptogether."

However, as was predicted by Potiadis and SHWarzweller (19/0:
63), the extra-familial structures are becoming more important in the
,lives of the residents of Appalachia. Increasingly, functions and
tasks previously performed by the family now fall within the domain
of the neighborhood and beyond. As a result, the individual will
have to become more adept at working in groups, and communities will
need to devise mare effective means of coping with their problems.

It was from this cbutext that the Title V project was envisioned
and evntually came into being. The use of paraprofessionals was
seen as an approach by which people in the communities could be
stimulated to learn techniques of group organization and activity
so that they could find sOlutions to commqn problems.

Program Philosophy

The philosophy in this community development program can be
svmmarized in three main points: .=

1. The basic unit with which the development agent works is
the neighborhood or community. Thecohlept of community is central
to the approach, though not pre-defined in either its structural
composition or its geographical boundaries. The size and scope of any
particular community is determined by the residents themselves, that
is, any individual or institution that associates itself with the
community is considlred to be within the boundaries of the community.

2. Although development includes such concrqe and tangible
items as water lines, roads, and public parks, it also goes beyond
this to include less tangible things; 'wit Biddleand Oiddle (1968:4)
termed, "., . . social and personal change that moves*ward consciously'
chosen goals."

3. The process of community development- -the selection of
goals, the methods for their attainment and the act(tal wcwk accom-
plished toward those goals-7is basically left to the residents of

the community. The role of the paraprofessional and professiNal
is not to do #the work for the community, but to assist the community

0)04
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inlefining its problems, priorities and goals, planning a viablA
strategy for achieving these goals and giving technics]. assistance
during the execution of the project. The role closely follows the
prescription Taylor (1967:18) gives for the community development
agent as a ". . . catalyst for local change and improvement. He
<is) wise enough, however, not to attempt tei'dictate-What the Local
community would do or should do."

Program Descftntion

Ten parelprofessional workers, assigned one tier county, were
hired and are administered through the. Cooperative Extension Service.
They have resPensibilities for both the action and research phases
of the program. A-research sociologiit has responsibility for develop-
ing research instruments, interpretation of findings, determining
piogram impact% and coordinating'the data-gathering of the parapro-
fessionals. Training and support for the paraprofessionals i4 the
areas of surveying local leadership,-identifying problems, esta-
blishing objectives, organizing for group action, encouraging
inter-community-cooperation and serving as a linkage to outside
resources are provided by county, area and state Extension community
development specialists.

,

In the first eight eonths of the project, fourteen community
development organizations were formed in communities that did not
previously pave duch,organizations. qn nine of ,these communities
a comprehen4ve Survey of each household has been completed. In
addition, the 10 paraprofessionals have assisted 30 other consign-
nity organizations th4 had been organized before the start of this
program. (Actual projects completed or underway in the first eight
months of the piogram include such accomplishments as:, community
centers, fire protection, community recreation, improvement of
roads, solid waste disposal, flood control, community library, and

,

water_systems.

The Dual Role of the'Para rofessional

In the Kentucky Title V Rural Development Program, maximum
effortAbas bedn made to jntegrate the research and action-phases.
Both ai l considered nece sary for an effective development program,
but in reality seldom are they designed to complement one another
in a single project. The action portion focuses on the process of
stimulating the development of the community while research provides
the practitioner with information on problems and resources of the
community, as well. as being able to document overall program impact
and effectiveness of the paraprofessional workers.

The integration of the research and extension functions is
achieved by embodying both in the role of a single person. The

I f)
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paraprofessional tas responsibility for the community action program

-and data collection.

Within research, one of the first tasks the paraprofessional
performs as he begins work in a new community is tp administer a.
survey with a structured interview schedule of all households within
the community. The primary.Purpose for the survey is to'obtain bench--
mark data about the community before any ,development work is un4ep-

taken. However, as the paraprofessional is collecting the bench-
mark data, he is also performing two other functions which are necessa-
ry for the action component of thd' program. First, the parapro-
fessional becomes pcquainted with the community. He learns about

tttse peopleand problems within the oommunity in a systematic and
consistent manner byltalking to the people and asking them about
themselves, their families, and their community. Second, the
paraprofessional collects data from which a community profile
can be compiled to give a more comprehensivepicture of the social,
ecodomic and demographic composition of_the community. Once the
survey is completed and the development work begins, the parapro-
fessionalcontidues to meet the research needs of the program by
providing information on the status of projects undertaken by the,
community in solving problems or meeting needsv:

Althbugh the paraprofessionals-are hired as both researchers
and extension workers, the main thrust oftheir work is on th6'

action side as practionersin commupity development. After the
basic community information has been collected through the house-
to-house survey, the paraprofessiOnal begins to work with the
identified leaders in order toorganize the community for group
action. He assists community members in the identification of problems
and needs, and in setting priorities. He encourages the community
to establish objectives and to develop plans. He serves as a linkage
between the local people and outside agencies and organizations that
have resources needed by local groups. And, he encourages persons
from the community to affiliate with other communities for exchange
for ideas and accomplishment of broader objectives that require the
cooperation of more thin one community.

4

ASSETS AND LIABILITIES OF PARAPROFESSIONALS Etsi.'COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

The assets of indigenous paraprofessionals have already been
well documented (Pearl and Riessman1965). Briefly, the advantages
in the use of paraprofessionals ha been found to be that:

1. They are peers of their clients.
2. They can serve an acceptable model or significant

example for the r clients..

1)04)6
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3. They ere faMiliar with whatever` subculture exists within
the client group.

4. They know how to
Ar.
40'1 with problems,from inside the social

structure. I-

5. They can relate to the clients o an informal basis.

6. They %can bridge the gap between the agency and theclients.

7. They are motivated byethe izersonal satisfaction they
receibe from helping their Own people,

However, there are some4features which are uniqye within this
and past community devel t programs in Eastern Kettucky using
paraprofessionals that have br ughtito the foreground some new issues

or have put a different slant on old issued.* Discussion here' will

be limited to the issues which have arisen in these development
projects.

0

1. Extension vs., Research Role

The paraprofessionals are hired to fulfill a dual research agd
extension role, however, as stat&rearlier, the main thrust of their
work is in stimulating development of the community. This is re-
inforted by the fact that they are selected and hired by the exten-
sion service, thefr office is in the county extension office anditileir

immediate supervisor-ta one of the, agents within the county. Arts

arrangement insures, a high degr*ee of success in the action phase
of the program in that it provides- the needed day-to-day support '-
to the paraprofessional as he attempts to stimulate community
organization and development.

Given the fact at the paraprofessibnal is operatiqg within
an organizaiiori in which accomplishment is measured primarily in
terms of number of communities organized and projects carried through
to completion, theresearch:may be viewed as something that is not
really necessary., There is a feeling that it must be gotten out of
the way_to git on with what is really important--otganiling the
community and stimulating develophient. This attitude concerning
the research phase of the program can result in negligence and thus
poor quality data.

On the other hand, researchers, in their quest for data, can
overlook the fact that this is not like the ordinary research
project. Normally, gathering data is a one-time proposition, and
if the interviewer offends the respondent by soliciting information
of a very peisonal nature, it is of little consequence. The most
serious thing that can hhppen is the termination of the interview.
However, if the pareProfessional offends one or more residents of
small community which he is attempting to organize, it can adversely
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affect any further work within that community. This is especially
true if t4offended residents are cfmmunity leaders,

2. Supervision

The subject of supervision of paraprofessionals should not be
taken 114fitly. ,Because of lack of previous experience of parapro-
fessionals as community development workers, substantial sdpervision
is essenZiat.i In addition, the type of workers employed as para-
proAeseionals generally have Previously experienced closely super-
vised work situations that have required lowAlevels of individual
initiative on the job.

Two .differeht methods of supervision have been tried in the
three Kentucky experiences. In one instance,y a single person
served, as supervisor fortsix paraprofessionals in different counties.
The second,approach was that of dedignating a county agent in each
county as the supervisor of the paraprofessional in that county.
It was found that a single supervisor tended tp feel more of a
commitment to the program and was able to develop specialized
skills in supervision. However, with,paraprofessionals located
in different counties the person could not have' aily contact
with each paraprofessional, and thus reduced his ffectiveness. On

the other hand, in the program with the supervising agent in each
county, the agent was able to provide the needed day-to-day contact
and counseling but often did not have a strong sense of commitment
to'the program given his other responsibilities as county.extension
agent.

The interest for the program shown by the supervising agent
is, of course, of paramount impact. If the supervisor displays lack
of interest or disdain for all or part of the program, the para-
professional can easily catch this cue and react-similarly.

3. Paraprofessional Status

In this program, the paraprofessionals are hired specifically
to play a paraprofessional role. They are part of a tam,in which
they accomplish the dati gathering, organizational and maintenance
tasks within the community, and are backstopped by professionals at
the county, area, and state levels when the need arises. Because
of their unique position they c8 relate to the community residents
on an informal basis without fear of compromising their professional
status or underminpg the functioning of their organization. This
is merely taking cognizance that the special value of the parapro-
fessional is actually derived:

. . . from his non-professional stet -Tlis is not
to imply that professionals are bad/ and that it_would
be better if all personnel were non-professionals, but
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father that because professionals can do certain things,
they are limited in doing othqrs, and conversely some of
the tanks of the non -pi fespional preclude a professional
'relationship (Peal and Riessman, 1968:196).

A negative aspect is that 'he years of-txtetisi*training the
professionals haver had givts than certain intuitive idsights into
situations which the paraprofessional, only acquires after a c0-
siderable period of time. The paraprofessional can, of'dourse,
seek the aid of the professional, but this assumes that' the para-
professional-recognizes the need of professional assistance, which'
he'may hot.

4. Indigenous-Status ,

As mentioned earlier, the paraprofessionals,serve as ,a "bridge"
between the commAriity development agency and its clients. Their
effectiveness. in this role derives film their familiarity with the
client's culture. The, paiaprofessionalsibave what Rogers and Burdge

(1972:367) would term the roper balance of eterophily and homophily
between4thechinge agent arid the client. I the words of a local
participant in the ACM' project:

We knoW these folks (the paraprofessionals); they are some
of us; they understand us and respect's:our wayS of doing
things. We don't take kindly to 'outsiders' coming In
to tell tis things -. -and, no offen,Ce,but you (the inter-
viewer) are 'outsiders' too, we'd 'iy. When we git-to
know you and you get to know us, its all right; bitt
yntit then Die. need someone we can trust to bring us together.
That's why this progratworks4hile others don't (Street,
1973:115).

However, although this "insiders", knowledge and familiarity
is extremely valuable, it can also lead them to overlook or dis-
regard something which an outsider-might recognize.

A further complication, which has not been explored by the
literature but which appeared as a problem'in this project, is that
the same qualities o'f the paraprofessionals which were listed
_above as making him an effective-"bridge" between professional and
client, at the same-time may la* his effectiveness. In adminis,
tering the survey, respondents sometimes refuse to give, certain
kinds of information to paraprofessionals, though,they.would generally
give the same information to a professional. It is felt that this
is,due to the threatening aspect of giving such information to a
"neighbor" since he is from the same county and sometimes from the

) ) 9
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same community. yurtherthore, the informal paraprofessional styie
does not promofe-Nthe same aura of confidentiality which the pro-
fessional-Client tgationship promoteg.

One other problem related tohe paraprofeasiOnal:s indigenous
status has leen Observed. Those paraprofessionals whoigre particular-
ly young in age experience some difficulty in working with the clients:
Since most of the communities are relatively stable,,, cogmunity
members have known these paraprofessionals for most of their lives
and have watched them grow up. :As*such, -the residenttOlave-diffi-
culty in seeing these younger community members in the role of mature
organizers and advisors.

5. Low Cost
0

TheLuse of pardprofessionals can provide maximum return for
a low- budget program. Many of the skills that the community develop-
ment agent requires in his daily work routine with the' community
are!of ihype that can readily be transmitted to a paraprofessional,
with a modeiate amount of training. Thus, 4e use of paraprofeIsionals
is a inethOd for expanding the scope of an existing development program
atsia relatively 1.6w coat. In the present program, the paraprofessionals.
are carrying out projeCts with the same degree of-efficiency and
succe6s-as would be expected of professionals? but at one-third of
the /cost. Stated another way, the use of"paraprofepsionals allowed
for the expansion of the community Zevelopment effort to approximately

'three times'the magnitude'" which could be expected of a program with
the same resources but using only professionals.

op
0 %h.

6. Turnover

Turnover of paraprofessional personnel has been a problem in
all the Community development. Projects in Eastern Kentucky (Duff,
,M4:6). In a nine month period, the present program has had a
50 percent turnover. One reason for-this iligh turnover is that
the training the paraprofessionals receiveas assistant development
workers prepares them for many other occupations as well. When this
is combined with the high degree of visibility within the county
they Lave through this position, they became attractive candidates
for pOtential employers who can offer higher salaries. Another
possible reason for the high turnover is hasty initial selection
of the paraprofessionals in order to get the program underway.

A third reason for the turnover is related to the nature of
the funding A The program is funded through a special appropriation
with a durst on of three years. Therefore, all the positions created
within the piogrfm are only temporary with no definite provision of
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a career`-,line into extension or some tither system. _Thus, theimra-
,

professionals display little reluctance in moving to a new position ,

which promises somewhat better' pay and greater security for the future.

. #
t.4

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The Appalachian ommunity Impact Project and the project gundi ed,.

through the Emergency mployment Act have laid the f ndatibn fcit
,the,use of indigenous aprofesspnals in itpmuliti evelopment
in low-income communities. These two experiences in Eastern Kentucky
haVe shown that-paraprofessional community development workers can
,be effective agent; in helping the local population Identify problgms,
set goals, and organize fa collective actioi'toward those goals.

. The suecess achieved in theses first two endeaVors gave impetus foF !,,

the creation of a.plsrOsing paraprofessiqpvas in the current Title'
V program. In addition, the evaluation of the strengths, and weak-
nesses of those two programs provided the'g04401inea by which the

4current prograM was fOrmulated.

. /
This paper discusses some of the unique Artebgths and weak-

nesseain the:use of paraptofessionals in these*ograms. Tie high
---degree of int4Orattion of extension and research which calls upon.

A
the paraproressional to play a dual role.gives the paraprofessional

,

insights into the community Which he might otherwise /lot have, but
has caused problems in ,that the immediate objective Hof the twtsj.itlds
can be at variance With each other. Supervision can be 'a prokipm,
particularly in relavidn to the level of the organizational gructure,
from yhich it is administered and theaiount of supervision. necessary,
but can be a distinct' asset in actqal develOpment work becAuse of

. the close tie of the paraprofessional to the action oriented agency.
The indigenous status/6f the,paradrofessionalas, of course, his

.

effects. The parapr fessional may: not halve cettain insights that.'
reason for existence n the program, but it can also have deleterious

_..,,

professionals jlave and his familiarity with the local Populace can
erode the aura of confidentiality which the paraprofeisional-clitnt
relationship promotes. On the other hand, the-ParAptofesaional's
informal style certainly gW

,

es him an advantage in relating to ttje
.

local community residents. 'Also; the use ofiparaprofessionals allows
4
a much higher degree of-econoiic efficiency .for- low budget programs.,i
Finally, there is a high rate of turnover in paraprofessionals.
This may be'caused byattra,Z4veness to other employers who are able
to pay/higher salaries, by,Poor or hastylinitial'selection of the
parapiofeasionals, and by lack of a definite career line into more

t ,

permanent employment.

a
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However, as long as the strengths are used to,advantage.,and
it is recognized that potential problems exist with necessary steps
taken to correct them, orNat least-reduCe their negative effects;
the use of indigenous paraprofessionals.for community development
can be a successful approach as shown by the zuctesi-of-the two
former Kentucky experilnces'and the progress being made in the
current Title V program. /'-
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